Mr. and Mrs. Roboto
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

This dynamic trio will brighten up anyone’s day!

1. Using the Pistol Grip Glass Cutter, score and break the White
Slab into three 3x6 inch sections. You will use the extra white
glass later in the project.

MATERIALS
GSLAB200 Opaque White Glass Slab
GBLOC533-1 Sky Blue Blocks
GBLOC267-72 Sunflower Blocks
GBLOC2702 Orange Opal Opaque Blocks
BC-223-72-20 Turquoise Green Buffalo Chips
RO2302-96 Opaque Medium Blue Rods
GSTRIP200 White Strips
GBLOC230-72 Medium Blue Opal Opaque Blocks
GBLOC226-74 Opaque Amazon Green
S5262-96 Moss Green Translucent Stringers
N355-96 Marigold Noodles
TOOLS
ST340 1” Running Pliers
Elmer’s Gel Glue
Klyr-Fire
Small Plastic Cups
ST352 Pistol Grip Glass Cutter
Q-tips
Sharpie
Small Orange Glass Scrap for Beak
ST540 Thinfire Paper
ST352 Wheel Mosaic Cutter

2. Build the body of the first robot by cutting an Amazon Green
Blank into a rectangle. You may sketch your shape on the glass
block with a Sharpie before you cut. Attach with a small amount of
Elmer’s Glue.
3. Score and break two thin legs out of a Sunflower Block. Repeat
with Sky Blue to create arms and a head. Attach both to the glass
blank.
4. Embellish Mr. Roboto with various glass components. Nip off
small sections of the Opaque Medium Blue Rods to create rod
dots for his legs and eyes. Nip off sections of a Marigold Noodle to
create a mouth and antennae.
5. Now it’s time to create the rocket! Score and break two identical
rectangles out of the Sky Blue Blocks and the Medium Blue Opal
Opaque Blocks. Attach to the slab.
6. Cut a triangle out of the Sunflower Block, then trace the shape
onto an Orange Opal Opaque Block. Create a second line just
inside the outline, and cut a smaller triangle to fit inside the
Sunflower one. Attach to the top of the rectangles.
7. Break off small pieces of the Moss Green Translucent Strings
and place underneath the body of the rocket to create the look of
steam. Advanced tip : Add flame shapes to the body of the rocket
by carefully scoring waved lines on a Sunflower Block. Break the
pieces and glue to the Rocket with a small amount of glue.
8. And last but not least, Mrs. Roboto! Score and break a large
Sunflower triangle and attach to the center of the final white blank.
9. Cut thin strips of Sky Blue for legs, and a Amazon Green
square for her head. Now she’s ready for accessories! Scatter
Turquoise Green Buffalo Chips around her dress, and place two
scrap pieces of Sunflower at the base of her legs as feet.
10. Nip off pieces of Marigold Noodles for antennae. Using any
remaining scrap pieces, create a pinwheel of color next to her
body. Cut a thin strip of Sky Blue as a handle and attach.
11. Fire to a contour fuse.

